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Fall Lookbook

Fall Athleisure Fashion at Beyond
What’s not to love about fall? The autumn transition from summer to winter can both inspire
new beginnings and bring back familiar routines. Fall is not too hot, yet not too cold. It has
crisp morning air, warm afternoons, leaves that are turning beautiful colours, pumpkin spice
lattes, comfort food, and best of all, fall clothing! Our summer clothing still plays a role
during the warm days, but we need an extra layer for the cool mornings and evenings. This
is a special time of year when you can select from two wardrobes instead of one, and wear
two seasons fashionably!
Beyond Yoga’s store has some exciting new athleisure clothing items arriving this fall
season from our trusted brands: Lolë, prAna and Tonic. The coordinating pieces have been
tastefully selected to fashionably take you from your yoga class, to a meeting and perhaps
even happy hour.
Here is a sneak peek…
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Sweater Weather
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Summer clothing can seamlessly transition into fall fashion with a chunky sweater. Whether
it’s a cardigan, a hoodie, a crew neck or V-neck pullover, we all look good in sweaters! This
lightweight, fashion forward sweater from prAna has a relaxed fit. It is an open-knit which is
constructed from an organic cotton blend.

Cozy Knit Dresses
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These relaxed fitting knit dresses from prAna are a versatile wardrobe must! They can be
dressed up or down – it all depends on your footwear and accessories! If you find yourself
rushing from yoga class to lunch, simply slip on one of these stylish knits over your leggings
and a tank for an easy, effortless look.

Environmentally Friendly Yoga Apparel
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prAna’s high-rise fitted capri has a lovely coordinating bra. Design features include a wide
waistband, hidden key pocket with a cute peek-a-boo side leg detail. The technical
chakara® fabric has a performance stretch, compression and moisture-wicking qualities.
Not only will this stylish outfit make you look great, but you will feel even better knowing
that you purchased a product that hasn’t contributed to polluting the air and water with
harsh chemicals. Look for the bluesign® stamp that ensures that the fabrics meet the
highest environmental and human safety standards!

Lightweight Puffers
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A lightweight fall puffer jacket is the coziest outerwear to wrap yourself in! Though the
weather may get cold and gloomy, your mood will be lightened with this pastel pink puffer
from Lolë. It is windproof, water-repellent and great for layering.

It’s a Wrap
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Tonic’s Expansion Wrap is the company’s all-time best-selling piece. Not only will this wrap
refresh your athleisure outfit, it will work with almost everything in your wardrobe. The
material is super soft and the silhouette is perfect for the woman on the go!
These pieces along with many more new items from the fall 2018 lines will start arriving in
the studio in the next couple of weeks. Don’t retire your summer clothing just
yet…remember last September when we finally had July weather? Be sure to make room in
your closet for at least one or two new fall pieces to welcome this wonderful season.

